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Complex textured surfaces occur in nature and industry, from fingerprints to lithography-based
micropatterns. Wrinkling by confinement to an incompatible substrate is an attractive way of gen-
erating reconfigurable patterned topographies, but controlling the often asymmetric and apparently
stochastic wrinkles that result remains an elusive goal. Here, we describe a new approach to un-
derstanding the wrinkles of confined elastic shells, using a Lagrange multiplier in place of stress.
Our theory reveals a simple set of geometric rules predicting the emergence and layout of orderly
wrinkles, and explaining a surprisingly generic co-existence of ordered and disordered wrinkle do-
mains. The results agree with numerous test cases across simulation and experiment and represent
an elementary geometric toolkit for designing complex wrinkle patterns.

Introduction. Dried fruits wrinkle for the same reason
that leaves and flowers do — mechanical instabilities aris-
ing from a mismatch in lengths [1–7]. A similar mis-
match manifests when a thin elastic shell adheres to a
substrate of a different shape [8–12]. Can such incom-
patibilities be used to design and control complex wrin-
kled surfaces at will? Wrinkles have been in the lime-
light for their theoretical importance in understanding
geometric nonlinearities in elasticity [13–20], and also for
their practical significance in emerging engineering appli-
cations such as lithography-free micropatterning [21–24].
Yet, despite decades of study, a general predictive theory
of confinement-induced wrinkling remains elusive. Such a
theory would enable the creation of targeted yet reconfig-
urable wrinkle patterns, and could identify the broadest
possible class of wrinkle morphologies that can be ob-
tained through geometrically-incompatible confinement.

Predicting the wrinkling of confined elastic shells is a
difficult problem of nonlinear mechanics. Basic theoreti-
cal issues stem from a lack of applied tensile forces that
would act to organize the response. In problems domi-
nated by tension, the guiding principle is known as ten-
sion field theory [25–27], and solving it is the first step
in the far-from-threshold expansion that has explained
many tension-driven patterns [9, 28–32]. Organized wrin-
kles nevertheless manifest in confined shells subject to
weak or even zero tensile loads [8, 16], raising the ques-
tion of what sets their features. Though theoretical meth-
ods beyond tension field theory have been devised [19],
their use requires advance knowledge of the wrinkled to-
pography. Here, we show using theory, experiment, and
simulation that the wrinkles of confined shells are in fact
predicted by a compact set of simple, geometric rules.
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We derive our rules using a stress-like Lagrange multi-
plier, that arises from a Maximum Coverage Problem for
the macroscopic displacement of the shell (Eq. (3)).

These rules imply a string of predictions about the na-
ture of confinement-driven wrinkling, which we confirm
using experiments and simulations over a broad range
of parameters and shell shapes. As we prove, a typi-
cal shell exhibits finitely many ordered wrinkle domains
where the wrinkle layout is robust; the theory also antici-
pates the existence of disordered wrinkle domains, whose
local features behave stochastically but whose location
is well-defined (Fig. 1a,b). Second, the arrangement of
these domains, and their division into ordered versus dis-
ordered, is fundamentally tied to the shell’s medial axis,
a distinguished locus of points from geometry. Third,
although the wrinkle amplitude depends on the details
of the shell’s natural Gaussian curvature, within an or-
dered domain the wrinkle topography actually depends
only on its sign. Finally, and perhaps most surprisingly,
the wrinkle domains of oppositely curved shells are re-
ciprocally related, so that the response of a given shell
can be deduced from another. Although our study fo-
cuses on the model problem of a shallow shell confined
to a plane, we imagine a similar approach can be taken
to understand confinement-driven patterns more gener-
ally, including ones arising from differential growth or
in response to external stimuli [15, 33, 34]. We turn to
introduce the setup of our study and to state our rules.

Confined shells. A prototypical setup for confinement-
driven wrinkling is shown in Fig. 1a,b, where square do-
mains are cut out from a thin saddle shell or spherical
cap, and are confined to an initially planar liquid bath.
By Gauss’s Theorema Egregium, no length-preserving
map exists from a curved surface to the plane. Here,
this geometric incompatibility manifests as a mechanical
instability producing a wrinkle pattern. Figure 3 shows
similar wrinkles obtained by altering the cutout shape
from a square to a triangle, rectangle, ellipse, or some
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FIG. 1. Wrinkling of confined shells. Wrinkle patterns result when initially curved shells are confined nearby a plane.
Simulations and experiments of square cutouts from a saddle (A) and a sphere (B) show domains of robustly ordered wrinkles,
alongside a more disorderly response in the spherical case (the central diamonds in (B)). We present a coarse-grained theory
to predict the type and layout of such wrinkle domains. (C): Coarse-graining wrinkles. A point (x, p(x)) in the initial shell
is displaced along the plane by u and out of the plane to a height w. The coarse-grained fields ueff and weff = 0 express a
theoretical limit in which the shell is infinitesimally wrinkled and perfectly confined.

other shape altogether. The layout of the resulting pat-
terns depends strongly on the chosen cutout shape, as
well as on the sign of the shell’s initial Gaussian curva-
ture κ, which is negative for saddle cutouts and positive
for spherical ones. Complicating things further, the typi-
cal spherical shell exhibits a mixed “ordered–disordered”
response: in disordered regions such as the central dia-
monds in Fig. 1b, the response is sensitive to perturba-
tions and changes between trials; in ordered regions, the
wrinkles are robust and repeatable.

To decipher this zoo of patterns, look first at the wrin-
kles of the saddle cutouts in Figs. 1-3 (κ < 0). Ap-
parently, their wrinkles fall along paths of quickest exit
from the cut out shape. Such paths are line segments
that meet the boundary perpendicularly, and meet each
other at the medial axis or skeleton of the shell — the
locus of points equidistant by closest approach to multi-
ple boundary points, in white. Now look at the spherical
cutouts (κ > 0). Their wrinkles are also set by the me-
dial axis, although this fact is not immediately clear. The
key is Fig. 2, which reveals that the wrinkles of saddle
and spherical shells come in reciprocal pairs. Most points
p on the medial axis have exactly two closest boundary
points, called q and r in panel (b). While saddle cutouts
wrinkle along the segments pq and pr, spherical cutouts
wrinkle along the segment qr. Taken together, the or-
dered wrinkles of saddle and spherical shells form the
legs of a special family of isosceles triangles whose layout
is determined by the medial axis as shown.

Notably, the legs of these isosceles triangles do not al-
ways cover the entire shell: there can exist “leftover”
regions linked to exceptional points p on the medial axis
with three or more closest boundary points. Figure 2(e)
shows one such p and its four closest boundary points
q, r, s, and t. While pq, pr, ps, and pt are along the
ordered wrinkles of the saddle cutout, the polygon qrst

supports disorder for its spherical twin. In general, the
convex hull of three or more closest boundary points can
support disorder in a spherical cutout. The possibility
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FIG. 2. Simple rules for wrinkles. (A-C): Ordered wrin-
kles in initially saddle and spherical shells (right halves of el-
liptical cutouts shown). Ordered wrinkles pair between shells
to form a family of isosceles triangles (B) determined by the
theory. For saddle shells (A), wrinkles follow the blue seg-
ments pq, pr; for spherical shells (C), they follow the green
segment qr. The point p is on the medial axis, and q, r are
its closest boundary points. (D-F): Finding a disordered do-
main. In the given cutout shape, the point p has more than
two closest boundary points (here, q, r, s, t). For the saddle
shell (D), ordered wrinkles follow the blue segments pq, pr,
ps, pt. For the spherical shell (F), the green polygon qrst is
disordered.
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FIG. 3. Floating shells. Solid cyan lines show the directions of the field T̂ determined by solving the coarse-grained theory,
overlaid on floating shells arranged by the sign of their initial Gaussian curvature (saddle-shaped on the left, spherical on the
right). Regions covered by these lines are predicted to be ordered (λ > 0 in the theory). Any disorder is predicted to occur
in regions absent these lines (where λ = 0). For saddle shells, wrinkles decay towards the medial axis in white. For spherical
shells, wrinkles decay towards the boundary. Dotted cyan curves show ideal shapes used in the predictions; flattened regions
are treated in the theory as infinitesimally fine. Experimental parameters are in Supplementary Tables S1-S2.

of infinitely many closest boundary points occurs for a
spherical disc: it is totally disordered in our simulations
and experiments, save for a small flattened rim [12].

These simple rules successfully capture wrinkle pat-
terns across 111 experiments and several hundred more
simulations. In the experiment, polystyrene films
(Young’s modulus E = 3.4 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.34)
of thickness 120 < t < 430 nm are spin-coated on curved
glass substrates. The spherical or saddle shape of the
substrate imparts a finite rest curvature on the shell, with
principal radii of curvature R ranging from 13 to 39 mm.
Cutouts of width 2.5 < W < 16 mm are released onto a
flat water bath with surface tension γlv = 0.072 N/m and
gravitational stiffness K = ρg. The experiments reside
in the limit of weak tension γlvR

2 � YW 2, moderately
stiff substrate KW 2 & γlv, and small bending stiffness
BKR4 � Y 2W 4 where Y = Et and B = Et3/[12(1−ν2)]
are the stretching and bending moduli. Being shallow yet
much larger than the characteristic substrate-dominated
wrinkle wavelength, (B/K)1/4 � W � R, the cutouts
adopt approximately planar shapes and wrinkle as they
float on the water bath, as shown in Figs. 1-3.

To probe the role of surface tension in setting the pat-
terns, we perform ABAQUS simulations of shells on a
liquid substrate in a similar parameter regime, but with
the surface tension set to zero so that no forces are ap-
plied at the lateral shell boundary. The result is a “softly
stamped” version of the well-known example of a plate
pressed into a hard spherical mold [8, 19]. Similar pat-

terns arise in the simulation and the experiment, with
the layout of the ordered domains and the location of the
disordered domains being the same (Fig. 1a,b). The con-
clusion, which should be compared against the paradigm
of tension as an organizing force determining wrinkle pat-
terns [26, 27], is that well-defined and spatially-complex
patterns persist even without applied tensile forces. Sim-
ulations of shells with non-constant initial Gaussian cur-
vatures κ(x) reveal an even more curious fact: so long
as the initial Gaussian curvature of a shell is of one sign
— either positive or negative everywhere — the patterns
are the same as for shells with approximately constant
curvature (compare Figs. 3 and 4).

Minimizing energy by maximizing coverage. We turn to
explain these remarkably robust features of confinement-
driven wrinkling, and to derive our simple rules. We do
so by analyzing a novel coarse-grained model for incom-
patibly confined shallow shells from Ref. [35], which we
summarize now. Consider the setup in Fig. 1c, where
a material point (x, p(x)) in the initial shell displaces
to (x + u(x), w(x)) on the bath. The reference point
x = (x1, x2) is in the shell’s initial planform Ω ⊂ R2, e.g.,
a square in Fig. 1a,b. The displacements u = (u1, u2) and
w − p are respectively parallel and perpendicular to the
initial bath. Patterns manifest through minimization of
the system energy, U = Ushell + Usubs, where Ushell is
the energy of bending and stretching the shell, and Usubs

is the gravitational potential energy of the bath plus its
liquid surface energy (the latter is set to zero in the sim-
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Fig. S1: Non-constant curvature
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FIG. 4. Variable-curvature shells. Simulations show ini-
tially negatively (A) or positively curved (B) shells confined
nearby a plane. Colormaps show the inverse of the initial
Gaussian curvature κ(x). The patterns are independent of its
precise values, but depend strongly on its sign. The wrinkle
amplitude reflects the curvature. Simulation parameters are
in Supplementary Table S3.

ulations) [3, 36].
Energy minimizations of this type are usually solved

using tension field theory [26, 27], which involves an ex-
pansion about a uniaxially or biaxially tensile effective
displacement (ueff,−p). This effective state is obtained
by coarse-graining away the wrinkles from the shell’s
physical displacement (u, w − p), in a limit where the
wrinkle wavelength and amplitude go to zero (Fig. 1c).
The typical explanation is that the direction of the wrin-
kles is set by tensile boundary loads, which stabilize their
peaks and troughs. Yet, our patterns occur in confined
shells subject to small or even zero boundary loads, sug-
gesting an alternate expansion about a uniaxially or bi-
axially compressive state — one that is tension-free. To
motivate this further, note that in such a situation, one
may expect the stretching energy of the shell to be sub-
dominant to its bending and substrate energies [19]. Un-
der a simplifying hypothesis guaranteeing this hierarchy,
Ref. [35] obtained an expansion of the system energy
about a general tension-free state. As obtained, this ex-
pansion is outside the parameter range of the experiments
and simulations. Nevertheless, for each ueff the energy
was found to be proportional to γeff := γlv +2

√
BK with

U/γeff =
∫

Ω
1
2 |∇w|2 dx at leading order, up to a constant

not depending on the effective state.
To bring this into a more useful form, note the strain

εij(u, w) = (∂iuj+∂jui+∂iw∂jw−∂ip∂jp)/2, i, j ∈ {1, 2}
tends to zero in the expansion, so that the shell’s total
area is asymptotically conserved:

∆Atot =

∫

Ω

1

2
|∇p|2 dx−

∫

Ω

∇ ·u+
1

2
|∇w|2 dx→ 0. (1)

Taking u → ueff gives the following expression for the
leading order energy of a confined shallow shell [35]:

U

γeff
→
∫

Ω

1

2
|∇p|2 dx−

∫

∂Ω

ueff · n̂ ds := ∆A{ueff} (2)

where n̂ is the outwards pointing unit normal to the
boundary, ∂Ω. This way of writing the energy emphasizes

the role of the difference ∆A = Ainit − Aeff between the
shell’s initial area, Ainit =

∫
Ω

1 + 1
2 |∇p|2 dx, and the area

covered by its infinitesimally wrinkled, perfectly planar
limit, Aeff =

∫
Ω

1 +∇ · ueff dx. This difference accounts
for the area that is “lost” asymptotically to wrinkles. It
sets the energy of confinement per Eq. (2). Notably, this
energy is not proportional to the stretching modulus Y
as significant tension is not involved. Indeed, (2) was
found to hold even in situations lacking boundary loads
(γlv = 0) — a stark difference from tension field theory.
And as we will show, the analysis of Eq. (2) leads to the
patterns observed in our experiments and simulations,
raising the question of whether it can be justified in a
wider parameter range.

Optimizing the result of Eq. (2) determines the effec-
tive displacement of the shell. To help visualize this,
imagine first projecting the shell directly into the plane,
such that it is in a state of total compression. While this
compression can be relieved by wrinkling, it can also be
reduced by lateral displacements within the plane. These
displacements take advantage of the liquid nature of the
bath, which allows the shell to “get out of its own way”.
Their typical magnitude is∼W 3/R2, making them much
larger than the wrinkles, whose lateral oscillations are
∼ (B/K)1/4(W/R)2. The bulk lateral displacements are
called ueff in the coarse-grained theory and are selected
to minimize the cost of their accompanying wrinkles, cap-
tured by ∆A.

Importantly, this minimization is done under the con-
straint that (ueff,−p) is tension-free, to prevent the shell
from stretching at a higher energy cost. To enforce it,
we use the effective strain (εeff)ij(ueff) := (∂i(ueff)j +
∂j(ueff)i−∂ip∂jp)/2 gotten by setting u = ueff and w = 0
into the previous formula for the strain of a shallow shell.
While the physical strain ε tends to zero, the effective
strain εeff is non-zero due to wrinkling. Its eigenvalues
are constrained to be non-positive, a situation we denote
by εeff ≤ 0. As in tension field theory, a strictly negative
eigenvalue indicates a length lost to wrinkles in the limit;
a zero eigenvalue means that length is preserved. Thus,
we arrive at the Maximum Coverage Problem from [35]:

min ∆A{ueff} subject to εeff(ueff) ≤ 0. (3)

By minimizing the area lost to infinitesimal wrinkles, the
coarse-grained shell covers a maximal area in the plane.
Using this attractive geometric variational principle, we
shall deduce the phenomenology of wrinkle domains.

The locking stress Lagrange multiplier. To uncover the
patterns predicted by the Maximum Coverage Problem,
we now introduce a notion of “effective stress” to pair
with the effective strain. Recognizing the nonholonomic
nature of the constraint εeff ≤ 0, we replace it with a
symmetric matrix-valued Lagrange multiplier field σL(x)
we call the locking stress (see the Discussion for the
nomenclature). We require that σL ≥ 0, meaning its
eigenvalues are non-negative. We define the Lagrangian

L{ueff,σL} = ∆A{ueff}+

∫

Ω

σL : εeff(ueff) (4)
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FIG. 5. Deducing the simple rules. (A-B): Two geometric
operations take a point x in the shell’s planform Ω to its
closest boundary point P∂Ω(x) (A), or take a point y in Ω
to a point PM(y) on the medial axis whose closest boundary

points have y in their convex hull (B). (C): The fields λ and T̂
governing wrinkle patterns depend on the shell through these
operations and the sign of its initial Gaussian curvature κ.

for all ueff and σL ≥ 0, and seek a saddle point. Enforc-
ing stationarity of ueff, we find that ∇ · σL = 0 in the
shell Ω and σLn̂ = n̂ at its boundary ∂Ω. As discussed
in the Methods, a relaxation of the boundary conditions
ensures existence of a saddle point: we enforce them from
the outside of the shell, but not necessarily from its in-
side. There, we also derive the orthogonality relation

σL : εeff = 0 (5)

relating the locking stress to the effective strain. At this
point, we have everything we need to solve for the wrin-
kle domains. Indeed, while σL is not the true stress in
the shell (neither is εeff the true strain), knowledge of it
reveals constraints on the patterns to the point that it is
an order parameter for wrinkle domains.

To explain this last remark further, note first that εeff

cannot vanish where the initial Gaussian curvature κ(x)
of the shell is non-zero. Due to the orthogonality in (5),

σL = λT̂⊗ T̂ (6)

for some scalar and unit vector fields λ(x) ≥ 0 and T̂(x)
which contain information about the patterns. In partic-
ular, by (5) and (6), these quantities obey

λ · (εeff)T̂T̂ = 0. (7)

In regions where λ > 0 the T̂T̂-component of εeff must
vanish, indicating an ordered domain with wrinkle peaks
and troughs along T̂. Conversely, where λ = 0 the wrin-
kle direction is unconstrained, permitting a disordered
response. The type and layout of a given shell’s wrinkle
domains are predicted by the locking stress.

Remarkably, it is possible to find the locking stress of a
shell without first determining its effective strain, an ob-
servation that leads to a complete derivation of our sim-
ple rules. Eliminating ueff from the Lagrangian in (4) by

A

B C

FIG. 6. Open questions. While the locking stress can be
defined for (A) shells with mixed curvature (κ < 0 on the
left and right, κ > 0 in the middle) and (B) shells with holes
(κ > 0 here), we lack solution formulas for it in such cases.
(C) Another question regards the presence of order in regions
consistent with disorder (compare with Fig. 1b).

minimization yields a separate, “dual” variational princi-
ple for σL (Methods Eq. (10)). We solve it exactly in the
Supplementary Information, using convex Airy potentials
and an inspired application of the Legendre transform.
The resulting solution formulas determine λ and T̂ by
one of two basic geometric operations, shown in Fig. 5.
These formulas apply whenever the shell has no holes and
if its initial Gaussian curvature κ(x) is of one sign. They
are the basis of our simple rules (compare Figs. 2 and

5). For instance, the fact that T̂ · ∇P∂Ω = 0 if κ < 0
explains why the wrinkles of negatively curved shells lie
along directions of quickest exit to the shell boundary.
The remaining rules are derived in the SI.

Coming back to our experiments and simulations, we
now derive their patterns. In Fig. 3, cyan lines are drawn
along the solved-for T̂ in the predicted ordered regions
(where λ > 0). Each negatively curved shell is found to
be completely ordered. Regions consistent with disorder
(where λ = 0) exist for generic positively curved shells,
and are shown as polygons bordered in white. The wrin-
kle domains are set by the shells’ medial axes following
our simple rules.

Discussion. Given the success of our rules in capturing
the wrinkles of confined shells, it is natural to consider
other instances of reciprocity as well as graphical meth-
ods in mechanics more broadly. A well-known method
is due to Maxwell [37] and also Taylor, whose reciprocal
diagrams of forces and frames encode an elegant test of
equilibrium for planar structures [38]. Our relations con-
necting the wrinkles of positively and negatively curved
shells reveal a new class of reciprocal rules governing in-
compatible confinement. We wonder how far they gener-
alize. Examples of shells for which we presently lack rules
are in Fig. 6a,b. Finally, Fig. 6c highlights the fact that
ordered wrinkles sometimes occur in regions the theory
predicts to be consistent with disorder. Empirically, the
presence of order versus disorder looks to depend on the
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finite wrinkle wavelength. Related to this is the question
of the greatest parameter regime in which the Maximum
Coverage Problem in Eq. (3) can be derived. Though it
predicts the patterns in our simulations and experiments
well, it has yet to be established for the parameter range
they explore. We imagine a full proof of Eq. (3) will come
from combining the “inverted tension field theory” of [19]
with the ansatz-free arguments in [35].

We have shown how to predict the wrinkles of confined
shallow shells, using a compact set of geometric rules got-
ten by solving the coarse-grained theory of [35]. Our re-
sults point towards a general, diagrammatic method for
benchmarking elastic patterns, which could prove useful
for their rapid design. We highlight a promising connec-
tion with the theory of ideal locking materials — bulk
materials whose microstructures facilitate extension with
negligible elastic stress below a threshold strain [39]. This
limit is apparently approached in biology, by the mesen-
tery membrane of rabbits [40, 41] and the capture silk
of some spiders, the latter of which has recently inspired
ultrastretchable wicked membranes [42, 43]. We view the
wrinkles of confined shells as an emergent-yet-sacrificial
microstructure enabling shape change. This underlies
our terming the Lagrange multiplier σL from our solu-
tions as the locking stress. It plays the role of an order
parameter for predicting wrinkle domains. The exten-
sion of our rules beyond shallow shells and to patterns
involving elements others than wrinkles, including crum-
ples [9, 44] and folds [45–47], remains to be seen.

Methods.

Experiment. Dilute solutions of polystyrene (Mn = 99
kDa, Mw = 105.5 kDa, Polymer Source) in toluene
(99.9%, Fisher Scientific) are spin-coated onto glass sub-
strates of various positive and negative Gaussian cur-
vatures. The positively curved substrates are spherical
optical lenses (Thorlabs, Inc.). Negatively curved shells
were formed on a single negative-curvature substrate that
is less controlled by comparison; its principal radii of cur-
vature were measured from side-view images and are re-
ported in Supplementary Table S1.

Film thickness is varied by changing the polymer con-
centration and spinning speed. Different shapes are cut
out using a metal scribe. After preparing the glass sub-
strates with a thin layer of poly(acrylic acid), the films
are released by dissolving this sacrificial layer in water.
The films are finally transferred to a pure water–air in-
terface. Following the experiments, each film is captured
and its thickness is measured using a white-light inter-
ferometer (Filmetrics F3).

The shells are shallow with 0.01 < (W/R)2 < 0.2 and
have non-dimensional bending modulus b = BR2/YW 4

in the range 4 × 10−11 < b < 2 × 10−8. The
non-dimensional substrate stiffness k = KR2/Y and
non-dimensional surface tension γ = γlvR

2/YW 2 obey
0.003 < k < 0.03 and 4 × 10−4 < γ < 10−2. Addition-
ally, 10−2 < γ/k < 0.7, 10−6 < 2

√
bk < 3 × 10−5, and

10−3 < (b/k)
1/4

< 10−1. These ranges are in line with
all but one of the assumptions used in Ref. [35] to derive

Eq. (2) (they do not obey (b/k)1/10 � γ + 2
√
bk). Spe-

cific parameters for the experiments shown in the main
text are in Supplementary Tables S1-S2.

Simulation. Shells bonded to a planar liquid substrate
without surface tension are simulated in the finite ele-
ment package ABAQUS/Explicit. Four-node thin shell
elements with reduced integration (element type S4R) are
used. The confining force is specified as a non-uniform
distributed pressure load over the surface of the shell, via
a VDLOAD subroutine. Otherwise, free boundary condi-
tions are used. Comparative non-linear geometric finite
element analysis using linearly elastic and neo-Hookean
hyperelastic materials show the results are largely inde-
pendent of the model. Color-coding in the images corre-
sponds to vertical deflections from the plane.

In the same non-dimensional groups as before, the sim-
ulations have 0.01 < (W/R)2 < 0.04, 7 × 10−9 < b <
2×10−6, 6 < k < 40, and γ = 0. Additionally, 2×10−4 <

2
√
bk < 2× 10−2 and 5.6× 10−3 < (b/k)

1/4
< 10−2. As

with the experiments, these ranges are in line with all
but one of the assumptions of Ref. [35] (they do not obey

(b/k)1/10 � 2
√
bk). Specific parameters for the simula-

tions shown in the main text are in Supplementary Table
S3.

Theory. Here we connect the Lagrangian L in Eq. (4) of
the main text to our coarse-grained fields. We assert the
existence of a saddle point (ueff,σL) satisfying

L{ueff + δueff,σL} ≥ L{ueff,σL} ≥ L{ueff,σL + δσL}
(8)

for all δueff and δσL with σL + δσL ≥ 0 [35]. The key
linking saddle points to the Maximum Coverage Problem
(Eq. (3)) is that such points yield its solutions. To study
saddles in detail, we evaluate the “min-max” and “max-
min” procedures minueff

maxσL
L and maxσL

minueff
L.

First, consider the min-max: we claim that

min
ueff

max
σL

L = min
ueff

∆A (9)

where on the right the tension-free constraint εeff ≤ 0 is
used. Eq. (9) states that solving the Maximum Cover-
age Problem is equivalent to finding the min-max of L,
and explains why its saddle points contain our effective
displacements. To prove it, note the inner maximiza-
tion over σL ≥ 0 enforces the tension-free constraint:
if a component of εeff is positive, then by sending the
same component of σL to infinity we get max L = ∞;
conversely, if ueff is tension-free then

∫
Ω
σL : εeff ≤ 0

and max L = ∆A. Evidently, minimizing the maximum
prefers tension-free states. It follows that saddle points
achieve L = ∆A or, equivalently, that

∫
Ω
σL : εeff = 0.

Since the integrand is non-positive it must vanish, prov-
ing the orthogonality relation (5).

Next, consider the max-min: a computation in the SI
using the divergence theorem gives

max
σL

min
ueff

L = max
σL

−1

2

∫

R2

∇p⊗∇p : (σL − I) (10)
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where in the resulting maximization σL is constrained to
be a non-negative symmetric matrix-valued field equal-
ing the identity I exterior to Ω, and that is weakly
divergence-free on R2. This is the dual problem men-
tioned in the main text, and solving it gives the locking
stress associated to Ω and p. The choice to extend σL

beyond the shell relaxes its boundary conditions so that a
maximizer always exists [35]. The original boundary con-
dition σLn̂ = n̂ can be thought of as happening outside
of an infinitesimally thin boundary layer at ∂Ω; the inner
boundary values of σL can then be optimized. This re-
laxation is crucial to capturing the patterns of positively
curved shells (see Fig. 3). The dual problem for σL is dis-
cussed further in the SI, where we solve it using convex
Airy potentials to derive our simple rules.

Data Availability. The parameters for the shells in
Figs. 1-4 are in Supplementary Tables S1-S3. Dimen-
sionless parameter ranges for the experiments and simu-
lations are in the Methods. Individual parameters for
all experiments are also provided as a Supplementary

Datafile. All other data that support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding authors upon
reasonable request.
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I. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES

Planform shape |Ri| [mm] t [nm] W [mm]

Fig. 1a Square 25, 34 408 5.1

Fig. 2 Ellipse 25, 34 325 8.2

Tangential polygon 25, 34 378 5.9

Fig. 3 Triangle 25, 34 331 4.5

Rectangle 25, 34 242 5.0

Hexagon 25, 34 334 5.0

Tangential polygon 25, 34 378 5.9

Semicircle 25, 34 389 6.3

Circle 25, 34 427 6.3

Ellipse 25, 34 325 8.2

TABLE S1. Experimental parameters for the saddle shells (κ < 0) in the main text. Unsigned principal
radii of curvature |R1| and |R2|, thickness t, and initial planar width W are reported.
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Planform shape R [mm] t [nm] W [mm]

Fig. 1b Square 25.7 167 6.7

Fig. 2 Ellipse 25.7 152 8.6

Tangential polygon 25.7 166 5.3

Fig. 3 Triangle 34.5 152 6.5

Rectangle 38.6 162 9.5

Hexagon 25.7 158 8.4

Tangential polygon 25.7 166 5.3

Semicircle 34.5 151 7.7

Circle 34.5 157 7.7

Ellipse 25.7 152 8.6

TABLE S2. Experimental parameters for the spherical shells (κ > 0) in the main text. Radius of curvature
R, thickness t, and initial planar width W are reported. The choice of width depends on the shape: we use
a radius, semi-major axis length, or half of a long diagonal or side as appropriate.

Planform shape R [cm] t [µm] W [cm] K [Pa/m]

Fig. 1a Square (κ < 0) 6.4,7.8 1 1 100

Fig. 1b Square (κ > 0) 20 5 3.05 2000

Fig. 4a Rectangle (κ < 0) — 2 2 100

Fig. 4b Rectangle (κ > 0) — 7 3.6 2000

Fig. 4b Ellipse (κ > 0) — 7 4 2000

TABLE S3. Parameters for the simulated shells in the main text. Radius of curvature R (unsigned principal
radii for κ < 0), thickness t, initial width W , and substrate stiffness K are reported. A Young’s modulus of
E = 2 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.495 is used.
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II. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

A
B C

� = 0

T̂
T̂ T̂

FIG. S1. Convex Airy potentials. The patterns of positively and negatively curved shells are predicted
using the largest and smallest convex extensions ϕ+ and ϕ− of |x|2/2 into the planform Ω, shown here in
a one-dimensional example (A), and for a positively curved square (B) and a negatively curved square (C).
(A): Amongst all convex extensions, ϕ+ and ϕ− set the extremes. (B-C): Bold lines show the ruled parts of
the graphs of ϕ+ and ϕ−. They lie above the predicted ordered domains.

<latexit sha1_base64="fLBAq4QNHt6x49astMKifX19cb0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kokoeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiyhv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGivVn3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveZcWtX5SrN3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCndQgwYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kD54uNAA==</latexit>x
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FIG. S2. Solution strategies for a square. (A): The smallest convex extension ϕ−(x) is found using the
closest boundary point q = P∂Ω(x) to x. (B-C): The largest convex extension ϕ+(x) is found using two
boundary points q1 and q2 as in (B), or three boundary points q1, q2, and q3 as in (C). In each, x belongs
to the convex hull of {qi}.
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|x|

@|x|(0) = [�1, 1]

FIG. S3. Subdifferential of a convex function. The subdifferential ∂|x|(0) of the absolute value function
at x = 0 is the interval [−1, 1]. By definition, it contains the slopes of all tangent lines on or below its graph
through (0, 0). We use this concept to derive our simple rules.
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III. SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT

This Supplementary Text contains further information on the locking stress approach to confined
shells. We pick up the discussion from the Methods Theory section, where the concept of a saddle
point (ueff,σL) for the Lagrangian

L{ueff,σL} = ∆A{ueff}+

∫

Ω
σL : εeff(ueff) (S1)

was defined. There, we explained why ueff solves the Maximum Coverage Problem

min
ueff

max
σL≥0

L{ueff,σL} = min
εeff(ueff)≤0

∆A{ueff}. (S2)

We also claimed, but did not prove, that σL solves the dual problem

max
σL≥0

min
ueff

L{ueff,σL} = max
∇·σL=0 on R2

σL≥0 on R2

σL=I exterior to Ω

−1

2

∫

R2

M : (σL − I) (S3)

written using the “misfit” tensor M = ∇p⊗∇p. Finally, we derived the orthogonality relation

σL : εeff = 0 (S4)

for saddle points of the Lagrangian. These three facts comprise a method for predicting wrinkle
domains, the details of which we go through now.

We start in Section III A by justifying the dual problem from (S3). We also show how to solve
it using convex Airy potentials. In Section III B, we apply the resulting solution formulas to find
the wrinkle domains of a positively and a negatively curved square. Section III C ends by deriving
our general rule set for wrinkles from the main text.

Notation. A symmetric matrix A is non-negative (denoted A ≥ 0) or non-positive (denoted
A ≤ 0) if its eigenvalues are non-negative or non-positive, respectively. We use the inner product
A : B =

∑
i,j AijBij on symmetric matrices. Note A ≥ 0 if and only if A : B ≥ 0 for all B ≥ 0.

A. Solution formulas for the locking stress

See Section III A 1 for a proof of (S3). See Section III A 2 for the Airy potential formulation of
the dual, and Section III A 3 for a set of “abstract solution formulas” which we manipulate in a
later section to obtain our simple rules.

1. Derivation of the dual problem

Consider the max-min procedure

max
σL≥0

min
ueff

L{ueff,σL} (S5)

which characterizes the σL part of a saddle point for L. As the inner minimization over ueff is
unconstrained, we can evaluate it by setting 0 = δL

δueff
. This gives

0 = −
∫

∂Ω
δueff · n̂ ds+

∫

Ω
σL : ∇δueff (S6)
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for all δueff, a condition we shall simplify using the divergence theorem. To do so, we first extend
σL to the exterior of Ω by taking

σL(x) = I for x /∈ Ω (S7)

where Ω stands for the closure of Ω. Then, (S6) rearranges to say that

0 =

∫

R2

σL : ∇δueff (S8)

for all δueff, i.e., σL is weakly divergence-free as a tensor field on R2. Note this includes a matching
condition at the boundary of Ω, which allows for the possibility that σLn̂ 6= n̂ at ∂Ω when viewed
from its interior. The condition (S7) is simply a way of enforcing the usual boundary conditions
σLn̂ = n̂ at ∂Ω from the exterior. This “relaxation procedure” turns out to be necessary to ensure
the existence of a maximizing σL, especially in the positively curved case [1].

Now if σL is not weakly divergence-free, it must be that minueff
L = −∞. Otherwise, the

minimum is finite and evaluating it produces the desired dual. To see this, apply (S6) with
δueff = u in the case that ∇ · σL = 0. The result is that

L{ueff,σL} =

∫

Ω

1

2
tr M dx−

∫

∂Ω
ueff · n̂ ds+

∫

Ω
σL :

(
∇ueff −

1

2
M

)

=

∫

R2

−1

2
M : (σL − I)

which is clearly independent of ueff. We have arrived at the dual problem for the locking stress:

max
∇·σL=0 on R2

σL≥0 on R2

σL=I exterior to Ω

∫

R2

−1

2
M : (σL − I). (S9)

2. Convex Airy potentials

Having recovered the dual problem for σL, we proceed to rewrite it using an Airy-like potential
we call ϕ. Introduce the rotated gradient ∇⊥ = (−∂2, ∂1) and make the substitution

σL = ∇⊥∇⊥ϕ where ∇⊥∇⊥ =

(
∂22 −∂12

−∂21 ∂11

)
(S10)

for some to be determined function ϕ(x). While the “rotated Hessian” notation ∇⊥∇⊥ is not quite
standard, we find it speeds up the required manipulations. For instance, since ∇ ·∇⊥ = 0, any σL
obtained via (S10) is automatically (weakly) divergence-free. The change of variables from σL to
ϕ is often referred to as introducing an Airy potential. Our potential functions depart from the
usual ones due to their constraints (and, importantly, they can fail to be smooth).

Looking back at (S9), we see that in order for σL to be admissible, ϕ must obey

∇∇ϕ ≥ 0 in R2 and ∇∇ϕ = I in R2\Ω.

The first condition holds as ∇⊥∇⊥ϕ and ∇∇ϕ share the same eigenvalues. Thus, ϕ is a convex
function with

ϕ(x) =
1

2
|x|2 + a(x) where ∇∇a(x) = 0 for x /∈ Ω.
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If Ω is simply connected so that it has no holes, we may take a = 0 without loss of generality.
Otherwise, there is the possibility that a is a different affine function within each hole (see [1]
for more on this case). Proceeding with simply connected shells, we have shown that the set of
admissible σL for the dual corresponds to the set of convex Airy potentials ϕ defined on R2 and
that equal |x|2/2 for x /∈ Ω. We call such functions convex extensions of |x|2/2 into Ω.

The next step is to rewrite the objective functional in (S9) in terms of ϕ. A straightforward
calculation using the shallow shell approximation

κ = det∇∇p

for the initial Gaussian curvature along with our choice to call M = ∇p⊗∇p shows that

κ = −1

2
∇×∇× M where ∇×∇× M = ∂11M22 + ∂22M11 − 2∂12M12.

Integrating by parts twice, we find that

∫

R2

−1

2
M : (σL − I) =

∫

R2

−1

2
M : ∇⊥∇⊥

(
ϕ− |x|

2

2

)

=

∫

R2

−1

2
∇×∇× M

(
ϕ− |x|

2

2

)

=

∫

Ω

(
ϕ− |x|

2

2

)
κ

where in the last step we used that ϕ = |x|2/2 outside Ω. Maximizing this last integral amongst
all admissible convex extensions produces the sought after locking stress σL in terms of the initial
planform Ω and the initial Gaussian curvature κ.

3. Abstract solution formulas

The prior sections obtained the dual problem for σL and found its Airy potential form

max
ϕ is convex

ϕ= 1
2
|x|2 outside Ω

∫

Ω

(
ϕ− |x|

2

2

)
κ. (S11)

We now show how to solve these problems if the initial Gaussian curvature κ(x) is of one sign. We
claim that (S11) is solved by the functions

ϕ+(x) := max
ϕ

ϕ(x) and ϕ−(x) := min
ϕ

ϕ(x). (S12)

The + one applies in the positively curved case κ > 0, and the − one applies in the negatively
curved case κ < 0. The proof is actually quite simple: if κ > 0 then the integral in (S11) is made
largest by driving ϕ(x) up to its maximum value; if κ < 0, one must instead make ϕ(x) as small
as possible. What is being optimized is the choice of convex extension ϕ of |x|2/2 into Ω. Undoing
the change of variables yields

σL(x) =

{
∇⊥∇⊥ϕ−(x) if κ < 0

∇⊥∇⊥ϕ+(x) if κ > 0
(S13)

for the locking stress.
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At this stage, the above solution formulas may seem rather abstract. Fortunately, they can
be simplified to reveal our simple rules. To prepare, we now record some partial simplifications
of these formulas obtained in [1]. The reader who would prefer to first go through some concrete
examples may safely skip forward to Section III B and come back as needed later on.

The first simplification concerns the smallest convex extension ϕ−: given x ∈ Ω,

ϕ−(x) =
1

2
|x|2 − 1

2
d2
∂Ω(x) where d∂Ω(x) = min

q∈∂Ω
|x− q|. (S14)

Behind this is the elementary fact that every convex function is bounded below by its tangent
planes. We give a detailed explanation in Section III B 1 for a square. The same reasoning leads
to the general result.

Regarding the largest convex extension ϕ+: given x ∈ Ω,

ϕ+(x) = min
{qi}⊂∂Ω
{θi}⊂[0,1]

∑

i

θi
1

2
|qi|2 where

∑

i

θiqi = x. (S15)

The minimization is over all ways of writing x as a convex combination of boundary points qi. At
most three boundary points are required, the choice of which depends on x. Behind this is the fact
that ϕ+ is the convex hull of

h(x) =

{
∞ x ∈ Ω
1
2 |x|2 x /∈ Ω

,

i.e., the largest convex function whose graph lies on or below that of h. See Section III C for a brief
introduction to convex functions.

B. Two worked examples

Here, we demonstrate the theory on positively and negatively curved squares. To be sure, one
could appeal to our general rules, which govern the patterns of curved squares in addition to many
other shells (see Section III C). Instead, our present goal is to show how it is possible to directly
evaluate the solution formulas from Section III A 3, in the case of a square reference domain:

Ω = {(x1, x2) : |x1| ≤ 1, |x2| ≤ 1} . (S16)

1. Negatively curved squares

The patterns of a negatively curved square are given by the smallest convex extension ϕ− of
|x|2/2 into the square. The question is: how can we evaluate ϕ−? First, we show how to bound
an arbitrary convex extension ϕ from below, obtaining the inequality

ϕ(x) ≥ L(x) (S17)

for some “bounding function” L(x). Different procedures result in different bounds L. The optimal
procedure is characterized by the fact that its L is itself a convex extension, giving the identity

ϕ−(x) = L(x). (S18)

Panel (a) of Fig. S1a illustrates our general strategy, and panel (c) shows the result for a square.
We pursue a similar strategy to recover ϕ+ in Section III B 1.
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Begin with an arbitrary convex extension ϕ of |x|2/2 into Ω. Let x ∈ Ω and let q ∈ ∂Ω be a
point that is closest to x amongst all boundary points, as in Fig. S2a. Parameterize the segment
xq as (1− t)x + tq for t ∈ [0, 1], and let

f(t) = ϕ ((1− t)x + tq) .

Expanding in a Taylor series around t = 1, we get that

f(t) = f(1)− f ′(1)(1− t)−
∫ s=1

s=t

f ′′(s)
2

(t− s) ds

for t ∈ [0, 1]. By the boundary conditions for ϕ,

f(1) = ϕ(q) =
1

2
|q|2 and f ′(1) = (q− x) · q.

Since ϕ is convex, so is f and therefore

f ′′(t) ≥ 0.

From these observations follows the inequality

f(t) ≥ 1

2
|q|2 − (q− x) · q(1− t).

Taking t = 0 there results

ϕ(x) ≥ 1

2
|q|2 − (q− x) · q = x · q− 1

2
|q|2.

Note q = P∂Ω(x), where P∂Ω(x) is the closest boundary point to x, as in the main text.
So far, we have shown that an arbitrary convex extension ϕ satisfies

ϕ(x) ≥ L(x) := x ·P∂Ω(x)− 1

2
|P∂Ω(x)|2

for any x ∈ Ω. In fact, the same lower bound holds in general (we have yet to use that the reference
domain is a square). For the square Ω in (S16),

P∂Ω(x) =





(1, x2) x1 > 0,−x1 < x2 < x1

(x1, 1) x2 > 0,−x2 < x1 < x2

(−1, x2) x1 < 0, x1 < x2 < −x1

(x1,−1) x2 < 0, x2 < x1 < −x2

. (S19)

This proves the anticipated bound (S17), where by default L(x) = |x|2/2 for x /∈ Ω.
Next, we show that ϕ− = L. To do this, we check that the bounding function

L(x) =

{
x ·P∂Ω(x)− 1

2 |P∂Ω(x)|2 x ∈ Ω
1
2 |x|2 x /∈ Ω

from above is itself a convex extension of |x|2/2 into Ω. Evidently L(x) = |x|2/2 outside Ω, so we
only need to show it is convex. Given x ∈ Ω, note that

(P∂Ω(x)− x) · ∇P∂Ω(x) = 0
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as the closest boundary point to x is constant along the segment between x and P∂Ω(x). So,

∇L(x) = P∂Ω(x).

Differentiating once more and using (S19), we get for x ∈ Ω that

∇∇L(x) =





(0, 1)⊗ (0, 1) x1 > 0,−x1 < x2 < x1

(−1, 0)⊗ (−1, 0) x2 > 0,−x2 < x1 < x2

(0,−1)⊗ (0,−1) x1 < 0, x1 < x2 < −x1

(1, 0)⊗ (1, 0) x2 < 0, x2 < x1 < −x2

.

Since a ⊗ a = (−a) ⊗ (−a), the signs of the vectors in the outer products above are immaterial.
What matters is that the eigenvalues of ∇∇L are non-negative. They are zero and one, so L is
indeed convex in the four regions identified above. One can also check that L is convex at their
boundaries, as well as at ∂Ω. See Fig. S1c.

Combining the lower bound ϕ ≥ L and the admissibility of L, we conclude that

ϕ−(x) = L(x)

for all x. Applying the solution formula (S13), we get that

σL(x) =





(−1, 0)⊗ (−1, 0) x1 > 0,−x1 < x2 < x1

(0,−1)⊗ (0,−1) x2 > 0,−x2 < x1 < x2

(1, 0)⊗ (1, 0) x1 < 0, x1 < x2 < −x1

(0, 1)⊗ (0, 1) x2 < 0, x2 < x1 < −x2

.

By the argument in the main text, the ordered wrinkles are therefore shown to have their peaks
and troughs along the unit vector field

T̂(x) =





(−1, 0) x1 > 0,−x1 < x2 < x1

(0,−1) x2 > 0,−x2 < x1 < x2

(1, 0) x1 < 0, x1 < x2 < −x1

(0, 1) x2 < 0, x2 < x1 < −x2

.

The reader should compare this result against the patterns in Fig. 1a of the main text.

2. Positively curved squares

Next, we solve for the wrinkles of a positively curved square. This time, we must find the largest
convex extension ϕ+ of |x|2/2 into Ω. We proceed as above: first, we show a general upper bound

ϕ(x) ≤ U(x) (S20)

holding for all convex extensions ϕ. Then, we check that U(x) is itself a convex extension, so that

ϕ+(x) = U(x). (S21)

The reader may wish to refer to Fig. S1a,b in what follows.
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Let ϕ be a convex extension of |x|2/2 into Ω. Decompose Ω into five parts: the isosceles triangles

Tne = {(x1, x2) : x1 + x2 > 1, x1 < 1, x2 < 1}
Tnw = {(x1, x2) : −x1 + x2 > 1, x1 > −1, x2 < 1}
Tsw = {(x1, x2) : x1 + x2 < −1, x1 > −1, x2 > −1}
Tse = {(x1, x2) : −x1 + x2 < −1, x1 < 1, x2 > −1}

and the leftover diamond

D = {(x1, x2) : |x1|+ |x2| ≤ 1} .

We obtain an upper bound in each part. First, let x ∈ Tne. Abusing notation slightly, we note it
belongs to a unique line segment q1q2 perpendicular to (1, 1) with q1,q2 ∈ ∂Ω. That is,

x = θq1 + (1− θ)q2 where θ ∈ [0, 1].

In particular, we can take

q1 = (1, x1 + x2 − 1) and q2 = (x1 + x2 − 1, 1)

as in Fig. S2b. Define the function

f(θ) = ϕ (θq1 + (1− θ)q2) .

The boundary conditions for ϕ require that

f(0) = ϕ(q1) =
1

2
|q1|2 and f(1) = ϕ(q2) =

1

2
|q2|2.

Since ϕ is convex, so is f . Hence,

f(θ) ≤ θf(0) + (1− θ)f(1)

for all θ ∈ [0, 1]. Unpacking the definitions, we conclude that

ϕ(x) ≤ θ |q1|2
2

+ (1− θ) |q2|2
2

=
1

2

(
1 + (x1 + x2 − 1)2

)

for all x ∈ Tne. This is the desired upper bound (S20) in the triangle Tne. The remaining triangles
Tnw, Tsw, and Tse can be dealt with similarly.

If instead x ∈ D, it is a barycenter of a triangle q1q2q3 with q1,q2,q3 ∈ ∂Ω ∩ ∂D. That is,

x =

3∑

i=1

θiqi where

3∑

i=1

θi = 1 and θi ∈ [0, 1]

and where each qi is a contact point of the inscribed circle to the square. The setup is as in
Fig. S2c. By its definition,

ϕ(qi) =
1

2
|qi|2 =

1

2

for each i. It follows that

ϕ(x) ≤
3∑

i=1

θi
1

2
|qi|2 =

1

2
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by convexity. We have proved the upper bound

ϕ(x) ≤ U(x) :=





1
2 |x|2 x /∈ Ω
1
2

(
1 + (x1 + x2 − 1)2

)
x ∈ Tne

1
2

(
1 + (−x1 + x2 − 1)2

)
x ∈ Tnw

1
2

(
1 + (−x1 − x2 − 1)2

)
x ∈ Tsw

1
2

(
1 + (x1 − x2 − 1)2

)
x ∈ Tse

1
2 x ∈ D

anticipated in (S20). Note U(x) = |x|2/2 by default for x /∈ Ω.

The next step is to check that U is a convex extension of |x|2/2 into Ω. It is obviously equal to
|x|2/2 outside Ω, so we only need to verify it is convex. For x ∈ Ω, we see that

∇∇U(x) =





(1, 1)⊗ (1, 1) x ∈ Tne

(−1, 1)⊗ (−1, 1) x ∈ Tnw

(−1,−1)⊗ (−1,−1) x ∈ Tsw

(1,−1)⊗ (1,−1) x ∈ Tse

0 x ∈ D

.

Note ∇∇U(x) either has one non-negative eigenvalue, or is equal to zero. In any case, ∇∇U ≥ 0
so that U is convex. Again, one must be a bit more careful to check its convexity at ∂Ω, but this
is not so difficult to do, especially with Fig. S1b in mind.

Having shown the upper bound ϕ ≤ U and concluded that U is convex, we get that

ϕ+(x) = U(x)

for all x. By (S13),

σL(x) =





(−1, 1)⊗ (−1, 1) x ∈ Tne

(−1,−1)⊗ (−1,−1) x ∈ Tnw

(1,−1)⊗ (1,−1) x ∈ Tsw

(1, 1)⊗ (1, 1) x ∈ Tse

0 x ∈ D

.

The ordered wrinkles of a positively curved square are therefore shown to have their peaks and
troughs along the unit vector field

T̂(x) =





(− 1√
2
, 1√

2
) x ∈ Tne

(− 1√
2
,− 1√

2
) x ∈ Tnw

( 1√
2
,− 1√

2
) x ∈ Tsw

( 1√
2
, 1√

2
) x ∈ Tse

.

As σL = 0 in the diamond D, it does not dictate a preferred wrinkle direction there. The reader
should compare this result against the patterns in Fig. 1b of the main text.
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C. Derivation of the simple rules

The previous two sections explained how to solve for the locking stress of a given shell, first in
the abstract in Section III A and then in two concrete examples (curved squares) in Section III B.
In this final section, we apply our framework to deduce the following set of general rules:

(i) If κ < 0, the shell’s ordered wrinkles fall along segments of quickest exit from its planform
Ω. Such paths are line segments that meet the boundary ∂Ω perpendicularly, and meet each
other at the medial axis M of Ω.

(ii) If κ > 0, the shell’s ordered wrinkles fall along a family of line segments connecting pairs of
boundary points {q, r} ⊂ ∂Ω. Each such pair arises as the unique closest boundary points
to some p ∈M.

(iii) If κ > 0, any disorder that occurs resides within a family of convex regions, constructed
using the points on the medial axis leftover from the previous rule. Each such region is the
convex hull of three or more closest boundary points to some p ∈M.

Rules (i) and (ii) give one of the two reciprocal pairings from the main text: the ordered wrinkles
of negatively and positively curved shells pair via isoceles triangles. Rule (iii) is the other one: it
pairs the disordered regions of positively curved shells with the ordered wrinkles of their negatively
curved counterparts. Recall the convex hull of a subset Q ⊂ R2 (denoted co Q) is the smallest
subset of R2 that both contains Q, and has the property that if it contains the points q and r then
it contains the line segment qr.

The main point of our proof is to establish the following formulas for the locking stress, which
apply for any simply connected shell whose initial Gaussian curvature κ(x) is of one sign:

σL(x) =

{
RT∇P∂Ω(x)R if κ < 0

RT∇PM(x)R if κ > 0
. (S22)

Here, P∂Ω and PM are as in Fig. 5 of the main text (see Section III C 3 for their precise definitions).
The matrix R is a ninety-degree counterclockwise rotation. We break the argument into three steps
across Sections III C 2-III C 4. Rules (i)-(iii) follow at the very end. Before starting the proof, the
reader may wish to review the abstract solution formulas from Section III A 3, and especially their
partial simplifications (S14) and (S15). Section III C 1 is a primer on convex functions.

1. A primer on convex functions

The following facts about convex functions will be used (see, e.g., [2, 3] for their proofs). A
function ϕ defined on Rn is said to be convex if

ϕ(θx + (1− θ)y) ≤ θϕ(x) + (1− θ)ϕ(y)

for all x,y ∈ Rn and θ ∈ [0, 1]. Geometrically, this says that the graph of ϕ lies on or below any
line segment connecting two of its points. For smooth ϕ, convexity is equivalent to the condition
that ∇∇ϕ ≥ 0, meaning its eigenvalues are non-negative. In fact, this equivalence holds more
generally, provided the second derivatives of ϕ are interpreted in a suitable (distributional) sense.

While a general convex function need not be smooth, it will be differentiable almost everywhere,
i.e., the set of points where ∇ϕ fails to exist is of measure zero when ϕ is convex. Even if a
convex function fails to be differentiable, one can still define the notion of a “tangent plane” to
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its graph. There are simply multiple choices of tangent planes at points of non-differentiability.
Following the usual convention, we refer to those tangent planes that lie on or below the given
graph. Correspondingly, the subdifferential of ϕ at x is defined as the set

∂ϕ(x) =
{
p ∈ R2 : ϕ(y) ≥ ϕ(x) + p · (y − x) for all y ∈ R2

}
.

Points p ∈ ∂ϕ(x) correspond to tangent planes. Conveniently, ϕ is differentiable at x in the usual
sense if and only if ∂ϕ(x) consists of a single point, in which case ∂ϕ(x) = {∇ϕ(x)}. See Fig. S3
for a one-dimensional example illustrating the subdifferential.

Next, we define the Legendre transform of a general function ϕ(x), which need not be convex.
This is the function ϕ∗(p) defined for p ∈ R2 by

ϕ∗(p) = max
x∈R2

x · p− ϕ(x).

Even if a maximizing x does not exist, the value of ϕ∗(p) is still defined (it may be∞). One checks
that ϕ∗ is convex, regardless of the convexity of ϕ. If ϕ is convex, its subdifferential and that of
its Legendre transform are related in the following way:

p ∈ ∂ϕ(x) ⇐⇒ x ∈ ∂ϕ∗(p). (S23)

Such pairs (x,p) are equivalently characterized by the statement that

ϕ(x) + ϕ∗(p) = x · p. (S24)

These relations form the backbone of our reciprocal rules for wrinkles, as we shall show.
Finally, we define the double Legendre transform of ϕ, also know as its biconjugate:

ϕ∗∗ = (ϕ∗)∗.

For general ϕ, which may even take on the value ∞, there always holds

ϕ(x) ≥ ϕ∗∗(x). (S25)

The function ϕ∗∗ is convex, and (S25) ensures its graph lies on or beneath that of ϕ. Actually, a
stronger statement is true: under certain technical conditions which can be checked to hold in our
applications below, ϕ∗∗ is the convex hull of ϕ, i.e., the largest convex function that is never larger
than ϕ. (In particular, it suffices that the convex hull of ϕ be lower semicontinuous, and that it
does not take on the value −∞.) In symbols,

ϕ∗∗(x) = max
ψ

ψ(x)

where the maximization is over all convex functions ψ satisfying ψ ≤ ϕ. As a result, ϕ = ϕ∗∗ if
and only if ϕ is convex, under the same technical conditions.

2. The relation between ϕ− and ϕ+

We now begin the proof of our simple rules. The first step is to realize that the smallest and
largest convex extensions ϕ− and ϕ+ of |x|2/2 into any given domain Ω ⊂ R2 are actually Legendre
transforms of one another:

ϕ+ = ϕ∗− and ϕ− = ϕ∗+. (S26)
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We shall establish the first part of (S26) directly, and then apply the double Legendre transform
to recover the second part.

In Section III A 3 we noted that ϕ+ is the convex hull of

h(x) =

{
∞ x ∈ Ω
1
2 |x|2 x /∈ Ω

.

Using the Legendre transform, we now write this as

ϕ+ = h∗∗. (S27)

Separately, we observe that

ϕ− = h∗. (S28)

Indeed, if x ∈ Ω then the shortest distance from it to the boundary satisfies

d∂Ω(x) = min
y∈∂Ω

|x− y| = min
y/∈Ω
|x− y|,

as the points in ∂Ω are closer to x than any other point outside of Ω. By (S14),

ϕ−(x) =
1

2
|x|2 − 1

2
d2
∂Ω(x) =

1

2
|x|2 − 1

2
min
y/∈Ω
|x− y|2

= max
y/∈Ω

1

2
|x|2 − 1

2
|x− y|2 = max

y/∈Ω
x · y − 1

2
|y|2

= max
y∈R2

x · y − h(y) = h∗(x).

If x /∈ Ω then a straightforward manipulation using the definitions, along with the fact that |x|2/2
is its own Legendre transform, shows that ϕ−(x) and h∗(x) are both given by |x|2/2.

Combining (S28) with (S27), we see that

ϕ+ = (h∗)∗ = ϕ∗−.

Since ϕ− is convex it follows immediately that

ϕ− = ϕ∗∗− = ϕ∗+.

This proves (S26). For future use, note the following equivalences which are direct consequences
of (S23) and (S24) along with what we just showed:

p ∈ ∂ϕ+(x) ⇐⇒ x ∈ ∂ϕ−(p) ⇐⇒ ϕ+(x) + ϕ−(p) = x · p. (S29)

3. Identifying ∇ϕ− and ∇ϕ+

The second step is to show that

∇ϕ− = P∂Ω and ∇ϕ+ = PM (S30)

almost everywhere in Ω. This is probably the hardest step in our proof of (S22). First, we clarify
the definitions of P∂Ω and PM, both of which map Ω to certain subsets thereof. The reader may
wish to consult Fig. 5 in the main text.
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The former map is defined by the condition that P∂Ω(x) is a closest boundary point to x:

P∂Ω(x) ∈ ∂Ω and d∂Ω(x) = |x−P∂Ω(x)|. (S31)

Almost every x ∈ Ω admits a unique closest boundary point. The exceptional points are where
P∂Ω is not uniquely defined. Such points belong to the medial axis of Ω,

M = {p ∈ Ω : d∂Ω(p) = |p− q| for multiple q ∈ ∂Ω} .

This set appears in white in the κ < 0 shells of Figs. 1-3 of the main text.
Next, we define PM. Given p ∈ Ω, we first associate to it the set of its closest boundary points,

Qp = {q ∈ ∂Ω : d∂Ω(p) = |p− q|} .

Evidently, Qp contains two or more points if and only if p ∈ M. With this, we let PM(x) be a
point on the medial axis whose closest boundary points contain x in their convex hull:

PM(x) ∈M and x ∈ coQPM(x). (S32)

Again, PM is uniquely defined almost everywhere in Ω; in some rare instances x may belong to
multiple convex hulls. Fig. 5a,b in the main text shows a couple typical cases, in which Qp consists
of two and four boundary points, respectively.

We are ready to establish (S30). First, recall from (S14) the formula

ϕ−(x) =
1

2
|x|2 − 1

2
d2
∂Ω(x)

for x ∈ Ω. Differentiating almost everywhere yields that

∇ϕ−(x) = x− d∂Ω(x)∇d∂Ω(x).

The unit vector −∇d∂Ω(x) points in the direction of steepest decrease of the shortest distance to
the boundary. Hence, x− d∂Ω∇d∂Ω(x) is a closest boundary point to x. From (S31), we get that

∇ϕ−(x) = P∂Ω(x)

almost everywhere. This explains the first part of (S30).
We turn to ∇ϕ+. This time, we make use of the relationship between the subdifferentials ∂ϕ+

and ∂ϕ− obtained at the end of Section III C 2. As ϕ+ is convex,

∂ϕ+(x) = {∇ϕ+(x)}

for almost every x. For such x, the first equivalence in (S29) simplifies to the statement that

x ∈ ∂ϕ−(∇ϕ+(x)). (S33)

We proceed to identify the subdifferential of ϕ−.
Let p ∈ Ω. The fact is that ∂ϕ−(p) is the convex hull of the closest boundary points to p, i.e.,

the set called coQp. To justify this, we turn to the second equivalence in (S29). Using (S15), we
get that x ∈ ∂ϕ−(p) if and only if

ϕ−(p) = x · p− ϕ+(x) = x · p− min∑
θiqi=x

∑
θi

1

2
|qi|2

= x · p− min∑
θiqi=x

∑
θi

(
1

2
|qi − p|2 + (qi − p) · p +

1

2
|p|2

)

=
1

2
|p|2 − 1

2
min∑
θiqi=x

∑
θi|qi − p|2.
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Each minimization takes place over all finite sets of boundary points {qi} ⊂ ∂Ω satisfying

x =
∑

i

θiqi where
∑

i

θi = 1 and θi ∈ [0, 1].

Once the qi are chosen, the weights θi are determined. Using (S14), we get that

x ∈ ∂ϕ−(p) ⇐⇒ d2
∂Ω(p) = min∑

θiqi=x

∑
θi|p− qi|2. (S34)

Such x are apparently convex combinations of optimally chosen boundary points. General qi ∈ ∂Ω
satisfy d∂Ω(p) ≤ |p− qi|. Optimal qi are therefore characterized by the condition that

d∂Ω(p) = |p− qi| for each i.

We have shown for p ∈ Ω that x ∈ ∂ϕ−(p) if and only if x is a convex combination of closest
boundary points to p. Hence,

∂ϕ−(p) = coQp (S35)

by the definition of Qp.
Together, (S33) and (S35) show that

∇ϕ+(x) ∈M and x ∈ coQ∇ϕ+(x)

for almost every x ∈ Ω. In particular, the first condition follows from the second one for x interior
to Ω. Recall PM was defined in (S32) precisely so that these conditions would hold. Putting
everything together, we have shown that

∇ϕ+(x) = PM(x)

almost everywhere. The proof of (S30) is complete.

4. The simple rules

We are ready to conclude the formulas for σL in (S22), and to establish our simple rules. From
Section III A 3, we know that

σL =

{
∇⊥∇⊥ϕ− if κ ≤ 0

∇⊥∇⊥ϕ+ if κ ≥ 0
(S36)

where ϕ−(x) and ϕ+(x) are the largest and smallest convex extensions of |x|2/2 into Ω. Their
first derivatives were identified in Section III C 3, with the result being (S30). Those formulas hold
almost everywhere in Ω. Differentiating once more, we get that

∇∇ϕ− = ∇P∂Ω and ∇∇ϕ+ = ∇PM

almost everywhere. We proceed to solve for σL.
Recall the notation ∇⊥∇⊥ from (S10). The required rotations can be done using

R =

(
0 −1

1 0

)
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and the observation that

∇⊥∇⊥ =

(
∂22 −∂12

−∂21 ∂11

)
= RT

(
∂11 ∂12

∂21 ∂22

)
R = RT (∇∇) R.

Hence,

∇⊥∇⊥ϕ− = RT∇P∂ΩR and ∇⊥∇⊥ϕ+ = RT∇PMR. (S37)

Combining (S36) and (S37) proves that

σL =

{
RT∇P∂ΩR if κ < 0

RT∇PMR if κ > 0
(S38)

as originally claimed.
This remarkably concise formula encodes the mapping from the choice of initial shell to the

wrinkle patterns it makes nearby a plane. The link is furnished by the general formula σL = λT̂⊗T̂
obtained in Eq. (6) of the main text. Recall T̂ points along the predicted ordered wrinkle peaks and
troughs where λ > 0, while in regions where λ = 0 no preferred wrinkle direction is obtained. The
unit vector fields T̂−(x) and T̂+(x) governing negatively and positively curved shells are non-null
eigenvectors of (S38). So,

T̂− ×∇P∂Ω 6= 0 and T̂+ ×∇PM 6= 0

and the condition that λ > 0 guarantees that such directions are well-defined. From their definitions
at the top of Section III C 3, both P∂Ω(x) and PM(x) are constant along at least one line segment
through each x where they are defined. Therefore, ∇P∂Ω and ∇PM are at most rank one, almost
everywhere. They are also symmetric, as they are rotated versions of ∇∇ϕ− and ∇∇ϕ+. So, an
equivalent characterization of T̂− and T̂+ is that

T̂− · ∇P∂Ω = 0 and T̂+ · ∇PM = 0, (S39)

as claimed in Fig. 5 of the main text. The stated formulas for λ now follow.
Rules (i)-(iii) at the start of this section summarize the content of (S39). The first rule asserts

that the ordered wrinkles of negatively curved shells follow paths of quickest exit from Ω. Indeed,
T̂−(x) points along the line segment between x and P∂Ω(x), since P∂Ω is constant there. At the
same time, T̂+(x) is along the segment between the two closest boundary points to PM(x), in
regions where ∇PM 6= 0. This is a special case of (S32) combined with (S39), so rule (ii) is proved.
The last rule concerns the disordered regions of positively curved shells. These are captured by the
remaining case of (S32), where PM(x) admits three or more closest boundary points. Evidently,
PM is constant throughout their convex hull. So, σL = 0 there, marking the possibility of a
disordered response. This completes the proof of our simple rules.
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